Motivate is hiring over 200 positions around the SF Bay (75% in SF). They offer interview opportunities multiple times a week. They do not do Background or Drug tests. Full-time work with Full Benefits.

Motivate organizes the Bay Wheels system (previously known as Ford goBike)

Here are the three links you need:

**Field Team Member: Station Track (50+ openings)**  
$18 *(Full-time Regular)*  
**Job Description:** As a Field Team Member, you will play a fundamental role in Ford goBike operations. You will be responsible for maintaining the overall functionality and ride-ability of the Ford goBike system. Working under the primary guidance of the Operations Leadership Team, you will assist and support redistribution of bikes, maintain and repair all stations and related equipment, while supporting general bike-share operations across the System. For the full job description, please click here.

**Field Team Member: Bike Track (50+ openings)**  
$18 *(Full-time Regular)*  
**Job Description:** As a Field Team Member, you will play a fundamental role in the Bay Area Motivate bike share operations. You will be responsible for maintaining the overall functionality and ride-ability of the Bay Area bike share bikes and system. Working under the primary guidance of the Operations Leadership Team, you will assist with the maintenance and repair of all bicycles, and support general bike-share operability, all with a focus on making the bike experience extraordinary. For the full job description, please click here.

Link to submit candidates: Motivate Referral Form

Here is Abigail’s information if you have additional questions.

**Abigail Clifford**  
Manager of Talent Acquisition  
abigailclifford@motivateco.com